
Graymere Country Club 

LOCAL RULES 

 

1. Penalty Areas are marked by red/yellow stakes or lines.  

 

2. Out of Bounds is determined by the inside edge of the road starting on the tee box on 

#8 and continues around the left side of holes #8, #9, #10 and up to the creek on hole 

#11. There is also OB along the left side of hole #14 (white stakes) until it reaches the 

creek in which it turns into a Penalty Area with red stakes. 

 

3. On Hole #16 / #17, the maintenance facility is marked by white stakes with blue tips. 

Whether you find your ball or not, with all parties agreeing that the ball must be in the 

maintenance area, you may take FREE relief at the ball drop area. On hole #16, it’s near 

the red tee markers marked by a white stake. On hole #17, it’s in the fairway marked by 

a white stake. 

 

4. Hole #12 is a dogleg to the right. DO NOT play your tee shot down #13 for the safety of 

the players on that hole. Any tee shot coming to rest on the “Hole Side” of the cart path 

on #13 will be deemed out of bounds. 

 

5. Ground Under Repair (GUR), Telephone/Power Lines, Telephone Poles, Fan & 

Irrigation Post:   

All downed trees or trees cut and piled for removal are considered GUR. All newly laid 

sod is to be played as GUR. If a fan, fan post, irrigation box or telephone pole interferes 

with your swing, stance, or line of play to the hole, you may (without penalty) drop 

within 1 club length of the nearest point of relief that is not closer to the hole. 

Additionally, if a ball strikes a utility wire or pole, the shot must be replayed without 

penalty. 
 

 

 

 

 


